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hat a difference a patch of green grass makes to the field….even if it is artificial!

The new Astroturf is down on the field and ready for use, and shows what can be achieved with a
combined effort and an injection of funds. We had some rain during the week leading up to the working bee,
so the rest of the field is starting to show signs of new growth.
The real heavy work was done by the earth-moving contractor Paul Edwards with assistance from Bob
Smart and several club members on Wednesday and Thursday – a big thanks you to those guys for turning
up and lending a hand to get the sand ready and to then roll out the Astroturf and to join it down the middle.
The Sunday working-bee very well attended….I counted something like 20 club members on the day …and
even a ring-in from somewhere who came along with Dennis Batge (who kindly took some photos with my
camera) All that was left on the Sunday was to bury the edges into the soil and spread out the 6 tons of
sweeping sand - reducing the length of the grass to suit model wheels.
Adrian had his large 3D model at hand to ‘cut the ribbon’ as he taxied along the strip with the smoke
on….so the strip has been well and truly ‘launched’. The photo above shows us all gathered for the ‘opening
ceremony’…with Bob Smart hiding behind Adrian…Doh! Mauro was behind the camera recording the
event on video. After a sausage sizzle the new strip was tried out and given the big thumbs up.
Remember guys it is just a patch of smooth runway that is primarily intended for smaller models with
more delicate undercarriages and retracts…..there is no compulsion for the bigger models to land on it….it
is a good reference point for landing, but not necessarily your aiming point. The nearest edge of the
Astroturf is 30 metres from the pits fence and therefore denotes the closest your model should be flown
when in the circuit.
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Here is a photo record of the whole project from start to finish -well done everyone - thanks for your input.

22nd Feb 2014
The first corners came up quickly and I’m
sure we all thought…”this is going to be a
breeze!” ….
……Uh..Uh…..
…..all that sand on top had to be broomed
and shoveled off!

About now it was starting to dawn on
us that this was going to be bigger than
we had thought…..still, push on, and
see if we can figure out a plan to make
things easier……..

….which turned out to be simple
…….brute

strength!

Finally got it rolled up…the end’s in sight!
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It took six of us to lift it onto
Mauro’s trailer

At the field at last…”phew”

……….“Go and get a cup of coffee or something because things stagnated for a while………”

Wednesday 8th April 2015:
The Bobcat starting to dig out the soil…..the rain
the day or two before was a real help.

The Dolomite sand being delivered and
spread out….
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Bob on the roller giving it a good
hard wack down…as the
sweeping sand is delivered at the
side.

Thursday 9th April 2015:
The Astroturf is rolled and maneuvered into position….yeah, but I bet is was much lighter without the sand
in it….!

Hey ..that doesn’t look
to shabby… eh?
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…which is more than you
can say about this scruffy
looking lot…
…only kiddin’ ☺

Hey…while we’re here, lets start
putting the sweeping sand on…so
they don’t have so much work on
Sunday.
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Sunday 12th April 2015:
The rest of the club members arrive for the working bee and the job is finished before lunch…well done all.

….the rest of the sand spread out ….
and
…the edges turned down and buried
in the soil…then rolled firm.

Hey Bill…you seemed to have missed
your vocation……
’Bowling green manicuring’

Adrian tries out the new strip for
landing

Photos by Paul, Mauro, Trevor,
Keith and Bob

We did it!
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Bronze Wings

Congratulations to Dennis Batge

‘Caught in the Act’ . . . . . . . of flying at the field
This month’s lead photo is of Nick Braithwaite’s Hurricane on finals with the right hand wheel in the
partially extended position. Nick had tried all sorts of maneuvers to get it down without luck, so he elected
to come on in as it was rather then attempt a belly landing. As it turned out the wheel well door was on at an
angle that was not allowing the leg to come down at high speed….so just before touch-down the springdown retracts overcame the wind pressure and the leg locked into position. However Nick was unaware of
this (yeah it all happens so quickly doesn’t it?) and landed with the right wing up, holding it there till the last
second…..good landing Nick and a happy outcome for the Hurrie.
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Here’s anothge shot of the Hurricane on a low pass to inspect the gear. With that radiator box under the
belly you can understand not wanting to land wheels-up eh!

Below: Bob Smart flew his Percival Mew Gull (sans Cowl) and found her a bit nose heavy but happily down
in one piece with Adrian’s assistance .
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Below: Two of the founding members Noel and Brian having a chat at the field – good to see Noel out and
about again.

Below: Andrew Cecil with his (ex-Nick Braithwaite) Miles Sparrowhawk
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Below: Matt Flaherty makes sure he doesn’t leave anything at home….he brings the lot…and somehow fits
them all into a sedan…..amazing!

Left: Now you might think that Darren is in deep
concentration setting up his Christen Eagle…..not
so….he is just listening to the lovely voice of the lady
in his transmitter.
Good to see Darren out at the field with a very
colourfull aircraft.

Below: Darren and Mauro at the flight line with Nick
firing up his Cessna in the background.
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Below: Dennis Batge with his ‘jewel’ called a Stearman Cadet

Below: Pete Smith with an assembly of very light wooden bits covered in a thin plastic skin and powered by
a revolving metal thiny with a plastic windmill attached……or something! Adrenalin!
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Below: Phil Birt with his Miss Ruby

Next General Meeting – Tuesday 28st April
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel - Littlehampton…..6.00 for a meal…..meeting starts at 7.00.
See you all there.
Cheers
Paul
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